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(54) METHOD, TERMINAL AND SYSTEM FOR ACHIEVING DIFFEREntial CHARGING OF A FIXED 
WIRELESS PHONE AMONG CELLS

(57) The present disclosure relates to a method, a
terminal and a system for achieving differential charging
of a fixed wireless phone among cells. The method com-
prises determining whether a terminal position is updated
and generating position updating information when the
terminal position is updated; sending the position updat-
ing information to a server so that the server parses the
position updating information based on a preset charging

policy and sends request information for changing the
charging policy to a charging centre when the charging
policy of the terminal needs to be changed. The present
disclosure changes the charging policies in real time for
fixed wireless phone products which need to distinguish
the charging rules of different cells, thus solving the prob-
lem of charging for mobile operators in the process of
popularizing fixed wireless phone products.
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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present disclosure relates to the technical
field of wireless communications, and in particular to a
method, a terminal and a system for achieving differential
charging of a fixed wireless phone among cells.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Currently, fixed wireless phone products
emerge as the times require relative to fixed wire phone
products to satisfy market demands. In order to occupy
the market share of fixed wire phone terminal products
in ordinary families, mobile operators have brought for-
ward a variety of preferential charging policies for fixed
wireless phones according to different cells. The fees are
relatively low compared with that for mobile phone users.
However, the problem of charging is a hard nut to crack
for mobile operators in the process of popularizing fixed
wireless phone products currently. Because of various
reasons, different charging policies are utilized for fixed
wireless phone products in different cells.
[0003] Therefore, to respond to market demands, mo-
bile operators should face the following problems.

1. When a user uses a fixed wireless phone terminal
within a range of a different cell, the charging rule
for this phone number needs to be changed in real
time;

2. If the existing system devices at the network side
are changed, it is extremely complicated to update
a charging centre of the system devices, which re-
quires increase in the operation cost;

3. It is necessary to ensure that the fixed wireless
phone terminal can be used normally in other cells
while ensuring a relatively preferential fee standard
compared with mobile phone users.

[0004] Generally, the following methods are applied to
charging a communication terminal according to different
cells in the existing technology.

1. A Mobile Switching Centre (MSC)/a Service
Switching Point (SSP) triggers a preferential cell
charging service when a call of a Mobile Station (MS)
is forwarded after being initiated or a call of an MS
is forwarded after the MS is called, wherein the MS
is an MS which has signed preferential cell charging
services based on Customized Applications for Mo-
bile network Enhanced Logic 4 (CAMEL4); the
MSC/SSP receives an information list of position
changing events which is delivered by a Service
Control Point (SCP) according to a preferential cell
charging service, monitors information of position

changing events during cell switching of the MS in
real time and reports the information of position
changing events to the SCP.

2. A policy charging decision entity obtains informa-
tion of a policy charging execution entity, and sends
the determined policy charging rules to the policy
charging execution entity, or sends the determined
policy charging rules to different policy charging ex-
ecution entities set at different positions to control
policy charging.

3. A network locking technology is selected and ap-
plied so that a user has to stay in a certain cell.

[0005] Using the methods above, terminal position up-
dating information is obtained actively by system devices,
and it needs to update the network system devices, which
is highly complex with high cost and long development
period. In addition, for users, the network locking tech-
nology results in bad user experience.

SUMMARY

[0006] The main purpose of the present disclosure is
to provide a method, a terminal and a system for achiev-
ing differential charging of a fixed wireless phone among
cells and having the capability of changing charging
standards in real time for fixed wireless phone products
which need to distinguish the charging rules of different
cells, thus achieving accurate charging.
[0007] In order to achieve the purpose above, the tech-
nical solution of the present disclosure is realized by a
method for achieving differential charging of a fixed wire-
less phone among cells.
[0008] The method comprises a step of determining
whether a terminal position is updated, and a next step
of generating position updating information when the ter-
minal position is updated and sending the position up-
dating information to a server. When the server deter-
mines, according to a preset charging policy and the po-
sition updating information, that the charging policy of
the terminal needs to be changed, the server sends re-
quest information for changing the charging policy to a
charging centre.
[0009] After the server sends the request information
for changing the charging policy to the charging centre,
the terminal may receive a feedback result, which is for-
warded by the server, explaining the charging policy has
been changed by the charging centre.
[0010] Before determining whether the terminal posi-
tion is updated and generating the position updating in-
formation when the terminal position is updated, the
method may further comprise the terminal obtaining reg-
istration information via a registration request when it is
turned on or switched among cells. The registration in-
formation is a new system parameter message, and the
new system parameter message comprises new position
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information of the terminal.
[0011] The step of determining whether the terminal
position is updated and generating the position updating
information when the terminal position is updated may
specifically comprise comparing the new position infor-
mation of the terminal with the original position informa-
tion stored in the terminal; when the new position infor-
mation of the terminal is different from the original position
information, replacing the original position information
with the new position information, and generating posi-
tion updating information containing the new position in-
formation.
[0012] The request information for changing the charg-
ing policy may at least comprise number information in
need of changing charging policy, a type of charging pol-
icy and authentication information.
[0013] The terminal may be a fixed wireless phone ter-
minal.
[0014] A terminal for achieving differential charging of
a fixed wireless phone among cells comprises a deter-
mination operation module, configured to determine
whether a terminal position is updated and generate po-
sition updating information when the terminal position is
updated. The terminal also comprises a text message
receiving and sending module connected with the deter-
mination operation module and a server, respectively.
The server is connected with a charging centre. The text
message receiving and sending module is configured to
send the position updating information to the server so
that when the server determines, according to a preset
charging policy and the position updating information,
that the charging policy of the terminal needs to be
changed, it sends request information for changing the
charging policy to a charging centre.
[0015] The text message receiving and sending mod-
ule may be further configured to receive a feedback re-
sult, which is forwarded by the server, and the feedback
result explains the charging policy has been changed by
the charging centre.
[0016] The terminal for achieving differential charging
of a fixed wireless phone among cells may further com-
prise an information registration module, connected with
the determination operation module and configured to
obtain registration information via a registration request
when the terminal is turned on or switched among cells;
the registration information is a new system parameter
message; the new system parameter message compris-
es new position information of the terminal.
[0017] The determination operation module may com-
prise a position judging unit configured to compare the
new position information of the terminal with the original
position information stored in the terminal; and a text
message generating unit configured to replace the orig-
inal position information with the new position information
when the position information of the terminal is different
from the original position information, and generate po-
sition updating information containing the new position
information.

[0018] A system for achieving differential charging of
a fixed wireless phone among cells comprises a terminal,
a server connected with the terminal and a charging cen-
tre connected with the server. In the system, the terminal
is configured to determine whether a terminal position is
updated, generate position updating information when
the terminal position is updated and send the position
updating information to the server. Further, the server is
configured to, when it determines, according to a preset
charging policy and the position updating information,
that the charging policy of the terminal needs to be
changed, send request information for changing the
charging policy to the charging centre and feed back the
charging policy changing result of the charging centre to
the terminal. The charging centre is configured to change
the charging policy according to the request information
for changing the charging policy from the server, and
feed back the changing result to the server.
[0019] The terminal may be further configured to: re-
ceive a feedback result, which is forwarded by the server,
explaining the charging policy has been changed by the
charging centre, and obtain registration information via
a registration request when the terminal is turned on or
switched among cells; the registration information is a
new system parameter message, and the new system
parameter message comprises new position information
of the terminal.
[0020] The server may be a text message centre serv-
er.
[0021] According to the present disclosure position up-
dating information is sent to a server actively via a fixed
wireless phone terminal. The server parses the position
updating information and determines whether the charg-
ing policy of the terminal (number) needs to be changed.
If yes, the server sends a request for changing the charg-
ing policy to a charging centre which changes the charg-
ing policy of the terminal (number) in real time to charge
accurately, thus changing the charging policies (stand-
ards) in real time for fixed wireless phone products which
need to distinguish the charging rules of different cells,
solving the problem of charging for mobile operators in
the process of popularizing fixed wireless phone prod-
ucts. The existing devices such as the server and the
charging centre etc. are fully utilized to effectively satisfy
the marketing strategies of operators and increase the
satisfaction of users with low operation cost.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0022] Drawings described herein are provided for fur-
ther understanding of the disclosure and form one part
of the application, exemplary embodiments of the disclo-
sure and descriptions thereof are used for explaining the
disclosure and form no improper limit to the disclosure.
In the drawings:

Fig. 1 is a flowchart illustrating an embodiment of a
method for achieving differential charging of a fixed
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wireless phone among cells in the present disclo-
sure;

Fig. 2 is a flowchart illustrating another embodiment
of a method for achieving differential charging of a
fixed wireless phone among cells in the present dis-
closure;

Fig. 3 is a structural diagram illustrating an embod-
iment of a terminal for achieving differential charging
of a fixed wireless phone among cells in the present
disclosure;

Fig. 4 is a structural diagram illustrating another em-
bodiment of a terminal for achieving differential
charging of a fixed wireless phone among cells in
the present disclosure;

Fig. 5 is a structural diagram illustrating a determi-
nation operation module in another embodiment of
a terminal for achieving differential charging of a
fixed wireless phone among cells in the present dis-
closure; and

Fig. 6 is a structural diagram illustrating a system for
achieving differential charging of a fixed wireless
phone among cells in an embodiment of the present
disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0023] To make the technical solution of the present
disclosure clearer, further description is given as below
with reference to the attached drawings.
[0024] Fig. 1 shows a flowchart illustrating an embod-
iment of a method for achieving differential charging of
a fixed wireless phone among cells in the present disclo-
sure.
[0025] As shown in Fig. 1, a method for achieving dif-
ferential charging of a fixed wireless phone among cells
in an embodiment of the present disclosure comprises
the following steps:

Step 101: determining whether a terminal position is
updated and generating position updating informa-
tion when the terminal position is updated.

[0026] A fixed wireless phone terminal is made as an
example, when the fixed wireless phone terminal is
switched from one cell to another, the position of the ter-
minal is changed. The new position information of the
terminal is compared with the original position informa-
tion stored in the terminal. When the new position infor-
mation of the terminal is different from the original position
information, the original position information is replaced
with the new position information, and position updating
information containing the new position information is
generated.

[0027] Step 102: sending the position updating infor-
mation to a server. When the server determines, accord-
ing to a preset charging policy and the position updating
information, that the charging policy of the terminal needs
to be changed, it sends request information, for changing
the charging policy to a charging centre.
[0028] In this step, after generating the position updat-
ing information, the terminal sends the position updating
information to the server and the server parses the re-
ceived position updating information such as a System
Identity (SID) and a Network Identity (NID) in the server
etc. and is able to determine a position information pa-
rameter of the cell in which the terminal is located. At the
same time, the server is provided with a charging policy
of an operator for a fixed wireless phone terminal user in
advance. The server determines whether the charging
policy of the fixed wireless phone terminal needs to be
changed based on the charging policy preset by the op-
erator. If the position is determined to be changed and
the charging policy needs to be changed, the server will
notify the charging centre automatically, i.e. the server
sends request information for changing the charging pol-
icy to the charging centre.
[0029] The request information for changing the charg-
ing policy at least comprises number information needing
to change charging policy, a type of charging policy, i.e.
which charging type of the charging policy is changed
into and authentication information.
[0030] The embodiment of the present disclosure
sends position updating information to a server actively
via a fixed wireless phone terminal. The server parses
the position updating information and determines wheth-
er the charging policy of the terminal (number) needs to
be changed. If yes, the server sends a request for chang-
ing the charging policy to a charging centre which chang-
es the charging policy of the terminal (number) in real
time to charge accurately, thus changing the charging
policies in real time for fixed wireless phone products
which need to distinguish the charging rules of different
cells, and solving the problem of charging for mobile op-
erators in the process of popularizing fixed wireless
phone products. The existing devices such as the text
message centre server and the charging centre etc. are
fully utilized to effectively satisfy the marketing strategies
of operators and increase the satisfaction of users with
low operation cost.
[0031] Fig. 2 is a flowchart illustrating another embod-
iment of a method for achieving differential charging of
a fixed wireless phone among cells in the present disclo-
sure.
[0032] As shown in Fig. 2, before Step 101, the method
for achieving differential charging of a fixed wireless
phone among cells in another embodiment of the present
disclosure further comprises:

Step 100: the terminal obtains registration informa-
tion via a registration request when it is turned on or
switched among cells;
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[0033] In such case that the terminal is turned on or
switched among cells etc., it needs to initiate a registra-
tion request over again and obtain registration informa-
tion of a new system parameter message which compris-
es new position information of the terminal.
[0034] After Step 102, the following step is comprised:

Step 103: the terminal receives a feedback result,
which is forwarded by the server, and the result ex-
plains that the charging policy has been changed by
the charging centre.

[0035] In this step, the feedback result is changing in-
formation sent to the server after the charging policy is
changed by the charging centre. After receiving the re-
quest information sent by the server, the charging centre
performs changing operation for the charging policy in
real time according to the request information and notifies
the changing result, i.e. the changed charging policy, to
the server after successful changing. The server is re-
sponsible for notifying the changing result to the fixed
wireless phone terminal via a text message.
[0036] Step 101 specifically comprises:

Step 1011: compare the new position information of
the terminal with the original position information
stored in the terminal;

Step 1012: when the new position information of the
terminal is different from the original position infor-
mation, the method is to replace the original position
information with the new position information, and to
generate position updating information containing
the new position information.

[0037] In this embodiment, the terminal is a fixed wire-
less phone terminal. When the fixed wireless phone ter-
minal is switched from one cell to another, the position
of the terminal is changed, the method is performed to
compare the new position information of the terminal with
the original position information stored in the terminal.
When the new position information of the terminal is dif-
ferent from the original position information, the original
position information is replaced with the new position in-
formation, and position updating information containing
the new position information is generated.
[0038] Fig. 3 is a structural diagram illustrating an em-
bodiment of a terminal for achieving differential charging
of a fixed wireless phone among cells in the present dis-
closure.
[0039] As shown in Fig. 3, a terminal 30 for achieving
differential charging of a fixed wireless phone among
cells in an embodiment of the present disclosure com-
prises:

a determination operation module 301, configured
to determine whether the position of terminal 30 is
updated and to generate position updating informa-

tion when the position of terminal 30 is updated; and

a text message receiving and sending module 302,
connected with the determination operation module
301 and a server 31, respectively. The server 31 is
connected with a charging centre 32.

[0040] Further, the server 31 in this embodiment of the
present disclosure comprises a receiving and sending
module 311 and a parsing module 312 connected with
the receiving and sending module 311, wherein the text
message receiving and sending module 302 is connect-
ed with the receiving and sending module 311 in the serv-
er 31 and the server 31 is connected with the charging
centre 32 via the parsing module 312.
[0041] The text message receiving and sending mod-
ule 302 is further configured to send the position updating
information to the receiving and sending module 311 in
the server 31. The receiving and sending module 311
sends the position updating information to the parsing
module 312 so that the parsing module 312 in the server
31 can parse the position updating information, and when
determining, according to a preset charging policy and
the parsed position updating information, that the charg-
ing policy of the terminal 30 needs to be changed, the
parsing module 312 of the server 31 sends request in-
formation for changing the charging policy to the charging
centre 32.
[0042] The request information at least comprises
number information needing to change charging policy,
a type of charging policy, i.e. which charging type of the
charging policy is changed into, and authentication infor-
mation.
[0043] The text message receiving and sending mod-
ule 302 is further configured to receive a feedback result,
which is forwarded by the server 31, explaining the charg-
ing policy is changed by the charging centre. The feed-
back result is a changing result sent to the server 31 after
the charging policy is changed by the charging centre
32. After receiving the request information sent by the
server 31, the charging centre 32 performs changing op-
eration for the charging policy in real time according to
the request information and notifies the changing result,
i.e. the changed charging policy to the server 31 after
successful changing. The server 31 is responsible for
notifying the changing result to the fixed wireless phone
terminal 30 via a text message.
[0044] In this embodiment, the server 31 is a text mes-
sage centre server preferably.
[0045] Fig. 4 is a structural diagram illustrating an em-
bodiment of another terminal for achieving differential
charging of a fixed wireless phone among cells in the
present disclosure.
[0046] As shown in Fig. 4, based on the terminal 30 of
the aforementioned embodiment, a terminal 30 for
achieving differential charging of a fixed wireless phone
among cells in another embodiment of the present dis-
closure further comprises:
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an information registration module 300, connected
with the determination operation module and config-
ured to obtain registration information via a registra-
tion request when the terminal 30 is turned on or
switched among cells; the registration information is
a new system parameter message; the new system
parameter message comprises new position infor-
mation of the terminal 30.

[0047] As shown in Fig. 5, in this embodiment, the de-
termination operation module 301 specifically comprises:

a position judging unit 3011, configured to compare
the new position information of the terminal 30 with
the original position information stored in the terminal
30; and

a text message generating unit 3012, connected with
the position judging unit 3011 and configured to re-
place the original position information with the new
position information when the position information of
the terminal 30 is different from the original position
information, and to generate position updating infor-
mation containing the new position information. The
position updating information is sent to the server 31
by the text message receiving and sending module
302.

Fig. 6 is a structural diagram illustrating a system for
achieving differential charging of a fixed wireless
phone among cells in an embodiment of the present
disclosure.

[0048] As shown in Fig. 6, a system 601 for achieving
differential charging of a fixed wireless phone among
cells in an embodiment of the present disclosure com-
prises a terminal 30, a server 31 connected with the ter-
minal 30 and a charging centre 32 connected with the
server 31.
[0049] In the system 601, the terminal 30 is configured
to determine whether a terminal 30 position is updated,
generate position updating information when the terminal
30 position is updated and send the position updating
information to the server 31. In this embodiment, the ter-
minal 30 is a fixed wireless phone terminal preferably.
[0050] The server 31 is configured to, when it deter-
mines, according to a preset charging policy and the po-
sition updating information of the terminal 30, that the
charging policy of the terminal 30 needs to be changed,
send request information for changing the charging policy
to the charging centre 32 and feed back the charging
policy changing result of the charging centre 31 to the
terminal 30. In this embodiment, the server 31 comprises
a receiving and sending module 311 and a parsing mod-
ule 312.
[0051] The charging centre 32 is configured to change
the charging policy according to the request information
for changing the charging policy from the server 31, and

feed back the changing result to the server 31.
[0052] In this embodiment, the terminal 30 is further
configured to receive a feedback result, which is forward-
ed by the server 31, explaining the charging policy has
been changed by the charging centre, and to obtain reg-
istration information via a registration request when the
terminal 30 is turned on or switched among cells. The
registration information is a new system parameter mes-
sage, and the new system parameter message compris-
es new position information of the terminal 30.
[0053] The terminal 30 in this embodiment has the
same internal structure as the terminal 30 in the afore-
mentioned embodiments, which will not be repeated
here.
[0054] In this embodiment, the server 31 is a text mes-
sage centre server preferably.
[0055] According to this embodiment of the present
disclosure, position updating information is sent to a serv-
er 31 actively via a fixed wireless phone terminal 30. The
server 31 parses the updating information and deter-
mines according to a preset charging policy whether the
charging policy of the terminal number needs to be
changed. If yes, the server 31 sends a request for chang-
ing the charging policy to a charging centre 32 and the
charging centre 32 changes the charging policy of the
terminal number in real time to charge accurately, thus
changing the charging policies in real time for fixed wire-
less phone products which need to distinguish the charg-
ing rules of different cells, solving the problem of charging
for mobile operators in the process of popularizing fixed
wireless phone products. The existing devices such as
the server 31 and the charging centre 32 etc. are fully
utilized to effectively satisfy the marketing strategies of
operators and increase the satisfaction of users with low
operation cost.
[0056] What are described above are only preferred
embodiments of the present disclosure and are not in-
tended to limit the patent scope of the present disclosure.
Any equivalent structural or process flow modifications
that are made on the basis of the specification and the
attached drawings of the present disclosure, or any direct
or indirect applications in other related technical fields
shall also fall within the scope of patent protection of the
present disclosure.

Claims

1. A method for achieving differential charging of a fixed
wireless phone among cells, characterized by com-
prising:

determining whether a terminal position is up-
dated, generating position updating information
when the terminal position is updated and send-
ing the position updating information to a server;
when the server determines, according to a pre-
set charging policy and the position updating in-
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formation, that the charging policy of the terminal
needs to be changed, the server sending re-
quest information for changing the charging pol-
icy to a charging centre.

2. The method according to claim 1, characterized in
that after the server sends the request information
for changing the charging policy to the charging cen-
tre, the method further comprises:

the terminal receiving a feedback result, which
is forwarded by the server, explaining the charg-
ing policy has been changed by the charging
centre.

3. The method according to claim 1, characterized in
that before determining whether the terminal posi-
tion is updated and generating the position updating
information when the terminal position is updated,
the method further comprises:

the terminal obtaining registration information
via a registration request when the terminal is
turned on or switched among cells;
wherein, the registration information is a new
system parameter message, and the new sys-
tem parameter message comprises new posi-
tion information of the terminal.

4. The method according to claim 3, characterized in
that the step of determining whether the terminal
position is updated and generating the position up-
dating information when the terminal position is up-
dated comprises:

comparing the new position information of the
terminal with original position information stored
in the terminal;
when the new position information of the termi-
nal is different from the original position informa-
tion, replacing the original position information
with the new position information, and generat-
ing position updating information containing the
new position information.

5. The method according to claim 1, characterized in
that the request information for changing the charg-
ing policy at least comprises:

number information needing to change charging
policy, a type of charging policy and authentica-
tion information.

6. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 5,
characterized in that the terminal is a fixed wireless
phone terminal.

7. A terminal for achieving differential charging of a

fixed wireless phone among cells, characterized by
comprising:

a determination operation module, configured
to determine whether a terminal position is up-
dated and generate position updating informa-
tion when the terminal position is updated; and
a text message receiving and sending module,
connected with the determination operation
module and a server respectively, wherein the
server is connected with a charging centre, and
the text message receiving and sending module
is configured to send the position updating in-
formation to the server so that when the server
determines, according to a preset charging pol-
icy and the position updating information, that
the charging policy of the terminal needs to be
changed, request information for changing the
charging policy is sent to a charging centre.

8. The terminal according to claim 7, characterized in
that the text message receiving and sending module
is further configured to receive a feedback result,
which is forwarded by the server, explaining the
charging policy has been changed by the charging
centre.

9. The terminal according to claim 7, characterized by
further comprising:

an information registration module, connected
with the determination operation module and
configured to obtain registration information via
a registration request when the terminal is
turned on or switched among cells;
wherein the registration information is a new
system parameter message, and the new sys-
tem parameter message comprises new posi-
tion information of the terminal.

10. The terminal according to claim 7, characterized in
that the determination operation module comprises:

a position judging unit, configured to compare
the new position information of the terminal with
original position information stored in the termi-
nal; and
a text message generating unit, configured to
replace the original position information with the
new position information when the position in-
formation of the terminal is different from the
original position information, and generate po-
sition updating information containing the new
position information.

11. A system for achieving differential charging of a fixed
wireless phone among cells, characterized by com-
prising a terminal, a server connected with the ter-
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minal and a charging centre connected with the serv-
er, wherein:

the terminal is configured to determine whether
the position of the terminal is updated, generate
position updating information when the position
of the terminal is updated and send the position
updating information to the server;
the server is configured to, when the server de-
termines, according to a preset charging policy
and the position updating information, that the
charging policy of the terminal needs to be
changed, send request information for changing
the charging policy to the charging centre and
feed back the charging policy changing result of
the charging centre to the terminal; and
the charging centre is configured to change the
charging policy according to the request infor-
mation for changing the charging policy from the
server, and feed back the changing result to the
server.

12. The system according to claim 11, characterized in
that the terminal is further configured to:

receive a feedback result, which is forwarded by
the server, explaining the charging policy has
been changed by the charging centre, and
obtain registration information via a registration
request when the terminal is turned on or
switched among cells;
wherein the registration information is a new
system parameter message, and the new sys-
tem parameter message comprises new posi-
tion information of the terminal.

13. The system according to claim 11 or 12, character-
ized in that the server is a text message centre serv-
er.
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